A number of Al-based alloys form quasicrystals by rapid quenching, and their physical properties have been investigated in connection with the quasicrystalline structure. The quasicrystalline and amorphous alloys have nearly equal effective magnetic moments, but the values of crystalline alloys are about half those of the former alloys [I] . By substituting Mn with other magnetic transition metals, the magnetic properties are sensitively affected. By substitution of Mn with Cr or Fe, for example, the effective magnetic moment per Mn atom increases a t first [2,3], but it decreases by addition of V [3]. These phenomena have been often associated with the preferential occupation of transition metals in the quasicrystalline structure. In this manner, up to date, the study of magnetic properties of quasicrystals has been focused on Al-Mn and its ternary alloys.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that A16sCu20Fels quasicrystalline alloy is prepared not only by rapid quenching but also by annealing [4] . In this alloy system, Fe can be replaced by other magnetic transition metals(TM). Therefore, A~~s C U~O T M~S alloy systems are good candidates to study the effect of substitution of transition metals.
Alloying was made by arc-melting in an argon atm* sphere. The subsequent annealing of Al6sCu20Fels alloy was carried out at 1118 K for 48 hr in the evacuated quartz tube. Several kinds of quasicrystals were prepared by melt quenching. The quasicrystalline state of the as-quenched and annealed samples was examined by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. The magnetization up to 70 kOe at 4.2 K and the temperature dependence of susceptibility were measured by an induction method.
The magnetization curves at 4.2 K of A16sCu20Fe16 and AlsSCu20Mnl~ quasicrystals turn downward, implying the existence of the magnetic moment. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of susceptibility shows a Curie-Weiss type temperature dependence and other two curves do not show such remarkable dependence. Since the inverse susceptibility of these curves does not show a straight line, the Curie constant was obtained by assuming a temperature independent susceptibility. From the Curie constant, the effective magnetic moments per Mn and Fe atoms are deduced t o be 1.00 and 0.32 pg, respectively. It seems that Cr has no localized magnetic moment in this alloy system. Als5Cu20Fe15 quaisicrystal is also obtained by fully annealing. It should be noted that this phase is thermodynamically stable [4], compared with A1-Mn quasicrystals. The magnetic properties of the annealed sample are different from the data on the quenched quasicrystal. That is, the magnetization of the former is very small and the susceptibility hardly depends on the temperature. This difference may come from the difference of quasicrystalline structure. The X-ray diffraction intensity of (110000) is higher than that of (100000) in the former and the latter shows an opposite sense in the intensity. Therefore, the concentration dependence of effective magnetic moment of Mn is different, depending on the kind of substituent element. It has been pointed out that only some parts of Mn atoms have a magnetic moment in A1-Mn quasicrystals [5, 61. The preferential occupation of the substituent element has been often suggested in order to explain the change of magnetic properties of A1-Mn quasicrystals by substitution Mn with other elements [q. According to this concept, the preferential occupation ratio depends on the kind of substituent element. On the other hand, the magnitude of magnetic moment for various kinds of crystalline compounds containing Mn is quantitatively explained by the so-called Pauling valence associated with the atomic distance and the coordination number [8] . It is expected that the atomic distances of AlssCuzoE'els ternary alloy are modified by substitution. In such circumstances, it is expected that the effective magnetic moment of Mn is also affected. At the present stage, it is not clear that which mechanism is dominant in the present alloy systems. Structural studies such as diffraction and spectroscopy are necessary for more detailed discussion.
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